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On November 3rd, 2020, the eyes of the world
were set on the U.S. presidential elections.
that same night, in northern Ethiopia, the Tigray
People’s Liberation Front (TPLF) launched what
it claimed was a preemptive attack on the
Ethiopian National Defense Force’s (ENDF)
northern command and on a series of its
bases in the Tigray region. This was the formal
start of a fratricidal war that has plunged the
country and the region in a dangerous path of
destruction and fragmentation. The federal
government responded with a three-pronged
attack on TPLF’s forces, supported by militias
from the neighboring regions, and the covert
but crucial involvement of the Eritrean Defense
Forces (EDF).
Given the speed of the governmental military
reaction and the coordinated character of its
counterattack, there is a strong suspicion
that an assault on TPLF was indeed being

prepared for a long time. Until the nomination in
2018 of Abiy Ahmed as head of the Ethiopian
People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF)
– a coalition of regional parties – and
consequently the country’s prime minister, TPLF
had been the de facto ruling elite of Ethiopia. The
next year, Abiy Ahmed extinguished EPRDF and TPLF
refused to integrate into the new Prosperity
Party, which embodied the current prime
minister’s centralist views and his intention to
weaken the ethnic federalist system that was
installed in the country after the fall of the
communist military regime in 1991, and through
which TPLF (representing the small northern
region of Tigray) managed to dominate Ethiopian
politics and economy for 27 years.
After becoming prime minister, Abiy Ahmed set in
motion a series of actions and reforms that
were hailed internally and externally: liberation
of political prisoners and freedom of the press,

restructuring of the national debt, negotiation
of slots in various neighboring seaports
(Ethiopia being a landlocked country), and a
peace agreement with Eritrea that ended the
stalemate of the Ethio-Eritrean border war, in
2000. For this initiative, he was awarded the
Nobel prize for Peace in 2020 (which,
interestingly, did not include the initiative’s
other partner, Isaias Afeworki, the Eritrean
president).
As much touted as this peace agreement
between the two “estranged brothers” was
internationally, it is now understood to have
been the spark for the emasculation of TPLF’s
hold on power in Ethiopia, and a preliminary
step in a much-waited revenge against it on the
part of the Eritrean leadership. The historical
relationship between Ethiopia and Eritrea is
complex. TPLF’s push for a federal regime in
1991 was seen by its then senior partner, the
Eritrean People’s Liberation Front (EPLF) as
amounting to betrayal, since their secretly
agreed prospect was for them to create a
separate national entity – Greater Eritrea or
Greater Tigray. Eritrea regained its
independence in 1994, after a referendum, with
TPLF sticking to power in Addis Ababa, under
the leadership of meles zenawi.
Eritrea is partly a colonial construct, ceded
to Italy by the Ethiopian king Menelik II in 1889.
Until then, it had been an autonomously ruled

region of the Abyssinian highlands, at times
occupied by the Ottoman Turks, which included
Eastern Tigray. After the defeat of the Italians
in WWII, a temporary mandate of occupation by
the British came to an end with a UN-controlled
independence and federalization with Ethiopia.
King Haile Selassie dissolved Eritrea’s parliament
and annexed the country in 1962. The military
occupation sparked a nationalist resistance
movement that was partly responsible for the
king’s demise in 1974, and then for the fall of the
military junta in 1991. Being Ethiopia’s door to the
Red Sea, Eritrea has always been crucial to that
country’s international connections.
The prospect of integration of Eritrea into the
Ethiopian sphere of influence, possibly via a
confederal arrangement, and the present-day
regional realignments involving the Gulf
countries but also Turkey and Egypt, may have
been the deciding factor in Abyi Ahmed’s intended
crushing of the TPLF and submission of Tigray.
But reaching out to the Eritreans to intervene in
an otherwise internal conflict and bringing in
Amhara militias (Amharas having been the
historical rulers of Ethiopia), risks triggering a
downward spiral of further fragmentation, with
other regions - fearful of the return of Amhara
rule - rising against the central government,
sparking border conflicts with Sudan, and
derailing the Great Ethiopian Renaissance Dam
(GERD) project whose further filling is strongly
opposed by Egypt.

Many Tegaru people escaped the cities.
They are running from Mekele, from Wikro,
from Adigrat, to hide in the mountains. But
the army is chasing them. That is why the
soldiers came here, but we are simple
farmers.

They made us stand together outside the
village. They beat us with the machine
guns and shouted we were hyenas and had
to die. They said our young boys were
Woyane, they were fighting the
government. They spoke Amharinya but
there were Oromo and others too.
Tegaru: Tigrayan.

Woyane: Tigrayan rebels (named after a rural
youth competing game).

They took the boys to the side of
the ridge, beyond the eucalyptus
forest. We heard machine guns and
shouts “don’t kill us, don’t kill us!”
and we started to cry. The ones
that were on guard beat us badly.

They had crazy eyes and were running
around beating and killing everyone. One
came to my father who was crying and said
“What are you hiding? Where are the guns?”
and they kicked him hard. He fell to the
ground and was bleeding. I ran to him but
the Asiraleqa took me by my netela and was
choking me.

Then the others
came and took
the girls and
the old women.
They beat them
and they nailed
them to trees.
They said our
womb was
making Woyane.
They used knives
to gut the
women.
asiraleqa: “commander of 10”; corporal.
netela: women’s scarf.

He threw me to the ground
and ordered my father to
have sex with me.

My father pleaded with him.
He said: “Why are you asking
me this? It is unnatural!
Please. We are poor
farmers. We have nothing.
There is not TPLF here.” The
soldier said: “If you don’t
obey, we rape your
daughter and kill her!”

So, they forced my father to rape me and
were laughing and shouting. But my father
couldn’t do it, so they pushed him away and
then they raped me, one after the other.

I don’t remember more.

Our troops arrived in the city with trucks and
gear to dismantle machinery. They couldn’t
stop us on the road, we were stronger. They
lost many men, and tanks too. We rounded up
people to take TPLFs prisoner. But they didnºt
collaborate, so we had to beat them.

Their wives were cursing us with
magical words. They are like buda:
they curse, and they send us evil
eye. This is our revenge for
Badme, and Irob and Assab. It is
our revenge against TPLF. They
made Tigray rich with Ethiopian
money; they became very rich,
and Eritrea became poor.

buda: the power of the evil eye and the
ability to change into a man-eating hyena.

This is why we take the loot.
We take it back to Eritrea:
mobiles, engines, computers,
furniture, food. Our
president agreed with Abyi:
we win, we take the loot.

Without the Eritreans coming to help, the
Ethiopian army was going to lose the
battles against the Woiane. They were
very strong; they had the best weapons
and the best soldiers in Ethiopia. But they
got rich, and they got fat. So, they lost.

When TPLF quarreled with Abyi and
retreated to their lands, Isaias
was worried they could invade
Eritrea again. They have the
dream of Greater Tigray, they
didn’t forget. But we also don’t
forget when they stole everything
from us and expelled the 77
thousand from Ethiopia.

That was hedar 1990 [1997]. That was a
great humiliation for our fathers and
mothers. They came back with only their
shamma in their bodies. Ethiopians are not
our enemies; Abyi is not our enemy. But we
are not sleeping.

hedar: the third month of the ethiopian calendar
(november 10th to december 9th).

We know Ethiopians: we remember
Haile Selasse the snake, and
Mengistu the snake; we remember
the gas and the killings in
churches, in Asmara. We are Medri
Bahri and we don’t want kings, not
even the seventh king.

Medri Bahri: a semi-autonomous medieval
kingdom situated in modern-day eritrea.

But this is the
land of Amhara,
the land of
Gondar, the land
of kings.

We came to help the
federals, even if they were
shooting us two years ago.
We know the land and they
don’t. This is our land, it was
TPLF, the hyenas, who stole
Amhara land. They changed
the law in Addis and they
moved the borders to make
Greater Tigray, in 1983
[1991].

They killed so many of us. They starved us,
they forced us out, they made us lose our
language. But now we take our land back.
This is where our ancestors buried their
[umbilical] cord. So, now it’s Tegaru blood
that must be sacrificed to clean the land.
Let the Tekeze river become red.

Already during the fall of the Derg we knew
they wanted to bring back the dissensions
of the Zemene Mesafint [“era of princes”]
to Ethiopia. And when they caused the
massacre in Gondar, that sealed our
hatred for Waiane.

After the Woyane, we will deal with the
shane shiftas. They say we are neftenyoch,
but we don’t mind. That means we defend
ande Ithiyop’iya, like the Kings did.

Meles [Zenawi, late
prime minister] knew
that to make Tigray
great, he had to make
Amhara small. They
stole elections, they
controlled our minds.

derg: the Military junta that overthrew the ethiopian
monarchy and ruled Ethiopia from 1974 to 1991.

Shane: O.L.A., an oromo splinter group allied with TPLF since
August 2021.
Neftenyoch: “riffle bearers”, named after the 19th-century
Amharas that settled in Southern Ethiopia.
Ande Ithiyop’iya: “one Ethiopia”, a centralist view of Ethiopia,
often compounded with abissynianism.

But now they are finished. Abiy has Amhara
blood from his mother, he knows that
power must come back to Amhara. We don’t
trust him: he is Oromo, and so he lets our
brothers in the South be slaughtered by
OLA shiftas

Shifta: armed bandit or outlaw.

We FANO started by domesticating the
Qemant dogs in Metemma; and now we come
for the Tegaru, let their bodies be eaten
by hyenas and vultures.

Fano: an armed youth militia fighting for the expansion of the
amhara region.
qemant: an agaw speaking rural community inhabiting western
gondar.

I have been on the run for many,
many days. I have been walking with
no food, no money, nothing. When the
Eritrean army took over the UN
refugee camps in Shimelba and
Hitsats, they burned them down and
rounded everyone to take them back
to Asmara.

Many were killed on the spot but some
managed to escape. Going south, our group
passed as beggars or soldiers but, when we
arrived in Amhara Wollo, we split. I have
friends in Addis, that is why I am going there.

I got ill but couldn’t get any medicine. I
walk at night but that is very dangerous
because of hyenas and snakes. I don’t
dare go in the road because, if I’m caught,
they will say I’m an Eritrean spy or a
TPLF soldier.

It’s very hard: I can’t go
back to Eritrea; I can’t be in
Tigray. Where can I go? If I
get to Addis, maybe I can work
or maybe I can make the
journey to Arabia.

shabia are everywhere in Tigray.
They are looting and killing as
they wish, and the Ethiopian
soldiers just look and let them go.

shabia: the pejorative term for the Eritrean
People’s Liberation Front, the eritrean army.

Because they know this isn’t
an international affair
between Eritrea and Ethiopia;
this is Cain and Abel. This is
brothers fighting against
each other because of Isaias,
the snake.

Because of government spying,
we have problems with
telecommunications. They say
SAMRI youths attacked the
village and that is possible. The
Amhara farmers were there to
claim the land and FANO were
supporting them.

samri: tigrayan armed youth militias.

But our youth is well trained,
they don’t go around killing and
maiming with machetes. We don’t
rape women. We don’t leave
bodies unburied to be eaten by
dogs and hyenas. We are not
Interahamwe. We are not
savages.

Interahamwe: the hutu militias involved in the rwandan 1994
genocide.

There needs to be an
international investigation of
the crimes that are being
committed by the federals and
the banda all over the
country. That village is inside
Tigray administrative zone and
we have the right to uphold
the law inside our borders.

The man is crazy, he even says
he is the seventh king of the
Bible prophecy. His Medemer is
nothing but a cover to push
the Amhara agenda and
destroy the federal set-up.

We have the
support of the
people. 99% voted
for us, in free and
fair elections. We
have a popular
mandate, unlike Abiy
and his imperialist
clique.

medemer: “to be together”; an amharic catchword central
to abiy ahmed’s political writings.

People are rising against
dictatorship in Benishangul, in
Gambela, in Bale, in Wallega, in
Afar, in Ogaden. He is getting
weaker and weaker, and even the
Sudanese are taking advantage, in
Al-Fashqa. If the shabia leave
Tigray, that will be the end of Abiy.

That is why we are helping our
brothers inside Eritrea to fight
against the fascist hyena. If need
be, the solution is to secede. The
amount of hate Abiy created
against us means we can no
longer live under the same roof if
we’re to survive and prosper.

Yes, i escaped from humera and crossed the
river to sudan. I have nothing. My mother
died and my father was taken by the
federals, or maybe by fano.

in Humera, many of us were mixed
families: tegaru father, amhara
mother. the war is ethnic, so we
suffer from both sides.

in ethiopia, all blood is mixed. but
when there is hate, people live in
fear and deny one part of their
ancestry. it is like cutting one leg
to stand on the other. and when you
cut your leg, you want everyone to
do the same.

if you live in a wareda that is controlled
by amhara, you shout: look, i have a right
leg. but if you live in a tegaru wareda, you
shout: look at my beautiful left leg.

wareda: an administrative division roughly corresponding
to a county.

When the pente [pentecostal] pastor came
to preach in our village, we enjoyed his
words. he taught us that jesus doesn’t
care for blood type. it’s like with t’ef: it
can be white, brown or black but it all came
from arwe’s head.

arwe: “wild beast” or king-snake; a legendary giant
serpent that rulled the country in ancient times.
T’ef: the most important cereal crop in Ethiopia.

my father
was taken
away, not
because he is
tegaru but
because the
orthodox
from gondar
are fighting
the new faith.

semien le iyesus!
this is the new way.
we must purify
ourselves to
receive christ’s
blessing. our faith is
spreading and this
worries the
orthodox church and
the politicians they
control.

semien le iyesus: “the north for jesus”; pentecostal
protestants evangelising in northern ethiopia.

They are going to destroy
the country, but the
righteous will prevail,
with god’s help. we will
rise again, when
christians are
rechristianised by the
fire of the holy spirit, and
the devil of ethnic hate
dies like a thirsty hyena.

“and there are seven kings;
the five are fallen, the one is,
the other is not yet come; and
when he cometh, he must
remain only for little while.”

Revelation of John: 17:10

such an amazing country, Ethiopia. It’s a
very ancient civilisation. And a very
complicated place. I’ve been living here
for a long time, but i’ve never really
grasped it. we, foreigners, can’t ever claim
to understand what goes on here. We are
usually misled and misinformed.
Ethiopia is both a caleydoscope and an
onion: it’s extremely varied and the ghost
of fragmentation is always present; but
it’s also a very centralised country
where power is almost mystically
multilayered, and its core is shadowy and
undiscrutable.
in recent years, it has become a cauldron
of multiple rebellions, and the centralist
political solution that is being tried
can’t actually answer the many
grievances and aspirations coming from
the regions.
hate is now running amock and is being
fueled by irresponsible elites. I’d
charaterise the present environment as
almost pre-genocidal. It’s so sad to see
the country on the brink of
desintegration. Ethiopia is in a spiral of
self-destruction and the international
community has no clue about how this
collective suicide can be prevented. There
are inumerable reasons for this, but if i
had to elect one among many, I’d say that,
as we have seen in the past, the advocates
of abyssinism start devouring themselves
once they have devoured all the
resources of the poor people they claim
to serve.

